Ingenico Telium2 iWL220B
Short Range Wireless Terminal

Secured Bluetooth Wireless Payment Solution

Benefits at a Glance

- Ideal for pay-at-table restaurants, spas, salons or any non-counter customer present environment
- Short-range wireless payment terminal – secure Bluetooth technology supports wireless connectivity up to 200 meters from the communications base
- Supports EMV chip cards
- Contactless payment capabilities

The Ingenico iWL220B is the perfect terminal for any environment where you need to bring the point of payment to your customers: table-service restaurants, curbside pick-up, and nail/beauty salons. Bringing the terminal to the cardholder improves the customer experience and cardholder security — the card is always in your customer’s control, helping ensure that cardholder data is never lost or stolen. The iWL220B supports a range of payment types including, credit, debit and gift cards. And it’s ready for acceptance of secure EMV “chip” cards, protecting you and your customers from counterfeit card fraud. The iWL220B also has integrated Contactless technology that extends the convenience of “tap and go” payments and prepares you for the acceptance of mobile wallets.
Ingenico Telium2 iWL220B

Portability
- Allows you to take the terminal to your customers anywhere on your premises — up to 200 meters from the communication base depending on your environment
- Removable, long-life Lithium Ion battery provides up to 5 hours or 650 transactions per charge, ensuring enough power to cover a complete shift. An on-screen battery indicator informs user how much battery time is left
- Communications and “charge only” bases offer a cradle for terminal storage and charge, ensuring terminals remain charged

Efficient & Secure
- Bluetooth wireless technology — the most secure radio communication available in payment devices
- Supports latest security for PIN-based transactions
- Contactless capabilities provide customers a convenient and speedy way to pay with chip cards, key fobs or mobile wallets
- Supports EMV chip card technology

Wireless You Can Count On
- Communication base supports IP and dial communications. IP communication eliminates cost associated with dedicated phone lines. Dial can be used as primary or back-up communication
- Supports multiple terminals through a single iWL220B communications base helping to minimize both hardware and communications expenses
- Backlit keypad and display ensure clear visibility and usability, even in dimly lit environments
- Quiet, fast and easy loading built-in thermal printer eliminates paper jams and prints receipts in either English or French

Optional Accessories

Spare Battery
An extra battery for high volume environments or while on the road

Spare Charging/Communication Dock
Charge your battery between uses and it also provides a dial back up

Power Supply
An extra power cord for the charging/communication dock

Carrying Case
For added protection and carrying convenience

Durable, Dependable and Portable Payment Terminal
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